
“One night a great storm had 

raged around their house” 

Can you draw or paint a picture 

of a great storm? What colours 

would you use? What was the sea 

like? 

Can you remember how 

many cats Noi has?  

Daw a picture of each 

of his cats. Every one is a 

different colour.  

Give each cat a name 

and write it underneath. 

What do you think Noi’s Daddy 

does for his job? 

Can you make a boat out of 

something for Noi’s Dad to go 

fishing in? 

What should it be made from to 

be waterproof? 

Can you make it float ? 

If you were going to the seaside 

where would you like to go? 

Make a list of all the things you 

would need to take with you. You 

could draw and or write all the 

things that you think of so you don’t 

forget anything. Don’t forget to 

pack a swimming costume! 

At the end of the story Noi and 

his Dad go on a picnic and they 

spot his whale in the sea with its 

Mummy.  

Can you design a lovely picnic 

for Noi and his Dad. What would 

you pack in a picnic?  Could you 

make your own sandwiches for 

the picnic or some little cakes? 

Find out a bit more about whales. 

Can you write some facts down 

about them? 

You could even make a little fact 

book about whales and draw 

some pictures of them. 

 

Benji Davies has written 

lots more wonderful 

books. Find some others 

and listen to the stories on 

YouTube.  

Which is your favourite 

and why? 
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Listen to Vivaldi’s  music 

about a storm. You could 

even create a storm dance. 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=RlqI_lAkIfM 

On the front cover there is a 

lighthouse. Find out what a 

lighthouse is for.  

Can you think of anywhere 

there is a real lighthouse? 

Can you make  your own 

lighthouse from you recy-

cling waste? 


